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1. INTRODUCTION
In the world today, modern industry and agriculture are developing
rapidly and the associated pollution of the environment becomes more
serious each day. Therefore the study of the effects of toxicants on the
population and the assessment of the risk to populations is becoming more
important.
In the early 1980s, T. G. Hallam and his colleagues put forward an idea
wto use the methods of dynamics to investigate problems in ecotoxicology 1,
x2 . They proposed a toxicant-population model and investigated the persis-
tence and extinction of the populations stressed by a toxicant. The thresh-
old of population survival has been obtained under the assumption that
the capacity of the environment is very large relative to the population
w xbiomass, and that the limit of exogenous input of toxicant exists 2 . In
1986, T. G. Hallam and Z. Ma found the threshold under the assumption
w xthat the exogenous input of toxicant is periodic and bounded 3 . In 1989,
Z. Ma, B. Song, and T. G. Hallam proved that the threshold is also
available under the assumption of arbitrary bounded exogenous input of
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w xtoxicant 4 . In 1991, H. Liu and Z. Ma extended the methods to find the
survival thresholds of a Volterra type model consisting of two populations
w xin a polluted environment 5 . There are also several other papers in this
w xfield 6]9 , but all the previous results were concerned with models
consisting of one or two populations, or just some sufficient conditions of
persistence or extinction were obtained. Recently, the thresholds of a
Volterra type modal consisting of three populations have been obtained by
w xthe method in 10 . But there are some essential difficulties for extending
the related results from the three dimensions Volterra model to an
n-dimensional Volterra model by the same method. In this paper, we
w xrefined the idea used in 5 and developed some new methods to investi-
gate an n-dimensional Volterra type food chain model. The survival
threshold of each population has also been obtained.
2. MODELS AND NOTATIONS
Consider the following food chain model with toxicant stress
dx¡ 1 s x r y r c t y a x y a x .1 10 11 01 11 1 12 2dt
dxj s x r y r c t q a x y a x y a x , .j j0 j1 0 j j jy1 jy1 j j j j jq1 jq1dt
1 - j - n
dxn s x r y r c t q a x y a x .n n0 n1 0 n nny1 ny1 nn n~ dtM .0
dc01 s k c q d y g q m c .1 e 1 1 1 01dt
dc0 j s k c q l a x c y g q m c , 1 - j F n .j e jy1 jy1 j jy1 0 jy1 j j 0 jdt
n ndce s g c x y k c x y hc q u t . . j 0 j j j e j e¢ dt js1 js1
 . 0  .  .  .The initial conditions are x 0 s x ) 0, c 0 G 0 1 F j F n , c 0 Gj j 0 j e
 .0, where x t represents the density of the jth population, x eats xj jq1 j
 .  .only 1 F j - n ; c t is the average concentration of toxicant in the0 j
 .organism of population x at time t; c t is the concentration of toxicantj e
in the environment at time t; r is a positive constant which represents10
 .the intrinsic growth rate of population x ; r 1 - j F n is a negative1 j0
 .constant which represents the death rate of population x ; r 1 F j F nj j1
is the dose-response of species j to the organismal toxicant concentration;
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 .a i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n are positive constants, which represent interspecifici j
 .or intraspecific interaction coefficients. d , k , g , m , g , k 1 F j F n ,1 j j j j j
 .l 1 - j F n , and h are all positive constants. k denotes environmentaljy1 j
toxicant uptake rate per organism of population x . g and m are the netj j j
egestion and depureation rates of toxicant per organism of population x ,j
respectively; terms d and l a x c come from the toxicant in1 jy1 jy1 j jy1 0 jy1
nfood. In the last equation, the term  g c x is the increase of thejs1 j 0 j j
toxicant in the environment, which comes from the egestion of the total
populations, where g s g m rm , m is the average means of an indi-j j 0 j e 0 j
vidual in population x and m is the total mass of the medium in thej e
nenvironment; the term y k c x is the loss of toxicant in the environ-js1 j e j
ment that is due to the uptake of toxicant by all populations, k sj
k m rm ; yhc is the toxicant loss from the environment itself byj 0 j e e
 .volatilization and so on; u t is the exogenous rate of toxicant input into
the environment, which is a known function and is assumed to be bounded,
 .0 F u t F u - q`.1
 .  .Our goal is to find the conditions on u t such that population x t isj
persistent or goes to extinction.
 .  .Model M is a 2n q 1 -dimensional non-linear and non-autonomous0
system. To simplify it, we use the mean value of the toxicant coming from
the food uptake, d , instead of the term l a x c ; and supposej jy1 jy1 j jy1 0 jy1
that the capacity of the environment is so large that the change of toxicant
in the environment that comes from the uptake and egestion by the
w x  .organisms can be neglected 2 . Thus instead of model M we consider0
the simplified model
dx¡ 1 s x r y r c t y a x y a x 2.1 .  .1 10 11 01 11 1 12 2dt
dxj s x r y r c t q a x y a x y a x , .j j0 j1 0 j j jy1 jy1 j j j j jq1 jq1dt
1 - j - n 2.2 .~ dxM . n1 s x r y r c t q a x y a x 2.3 .  .n n0 n1 0 n nny1 ny1 nn ndt
dc0 j s k c q d y g q m c , 1 F j F n 2.4j .  .j e j j j 0 jdt
dce s yhc q u t . 2.5 .  .¢ edt
 .  .Model M is an 2n q 1 -dimensional system. Since the last n q 11
 .equations in model M are linear in c and c , respectively, c can be1 e 0 j e
 .solved from the last Eq. 2.5 and then c can be also solved from Eq.0 j
 .2.4j . Thus we need actually only consider the first n equations in model
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 .  .  .M as long as we regard c 1 F j F n as a known function of u t , and1 0 j
 .we impose the conditions on c t .0 j
For convenience, we introduce some notation: let
ya ya 0 ??? 011 12
a ya ya 0 ??? 021 22 23
...
matrix A s 0i
yaiy2 iy1
0 yaiy1 iy1
aiiy1   ..i= iy1
a a 0 ??? 011 12
.ya a a ??? .21 22 23 .
Ämatrix A s 0i
aiy l i
0 ya aiiy1 i i  .i=i
A pi
ya ya 0 ??? 0pq1 pq1 pq1 pq2
.a ya ya 0 .pq2 pq1 pq2 pq2 pq2 pq3 .
0s yaiy2 iy1
yaiy1 iy1
0 aiiy1  .  .iyp = iypy1
a a 0 ??? 0 r11 12 10
.ya a a 0 . r21 22 23 20.
0 ?D s ,n=n. a ?ny2 ny1
0 a ?ny1ny1
ya rnny1 n0  .n=n
p  .  .where A is a matrix with order i y p = i y p y 1 obtained by re-i
moving the first p rows and first p columns from matrix A ; D is ai n=n.
Ämatrix obtained from matrix A by changing its nth column to G sn 0
 .Tr , r , . . . , r .10 20 n0
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 .TThe n-dimensional vector j s j , j , . . . , j is a constant nonzeron. 1 2 n
vector such that
j T ? A s 0, 0, . . . , 0 . 2.6 .  . .1= ny1n. n
 .  .TThe i y p -dimensional vector h s h , h , . . . , h is a constant iyp. pq1 pq2 i
nonzero vector such that
hT ? A p s 0, 0, . . . , 0 , 2.7 .  . .1= iypy1iyp i
It is obvious that vectors j and h exist.n.  iyp.
t
f s ds .H
0 :f s , f s f t is any continuous function, .
t
t t :  :f s ds f s ds .  .H H
0 0 :  :f * s lim sup , f # s lim inf .
t ttªq`tªq`
3. SOME DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS
 .  .DEFINITION 1. Population x t is weakly persistent if lim sup x tt ªq`
) 0.
 .DEFINITION 2. Population x t is weakly persistent in the mean if
  .:lim sup x t ) 0.t ªq`
 .  .DEFINITION 3. Population x t goes to extinction if lim x t s 0.t ªq`
The following lemmas are useful for the proofs of our main results in
Section 4.
 . w  4x  . LEMMA 1. Assume that x t g C R , R y 0 , x t is bounded 1 F ii q q i
.F n , and a , b are arbitrary positi¨ e constants. Then a necessary andi i
sufficient condition in order that
n




b ilim x t s 0. . i
tª` is1
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This conclusion is obvious since the product for each i is a finite
product.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Consider the food chain model M . If the population x t is1 i
 .weakly persistent, then the population x t must be weakly persistent in theiy1
mean.
 .  .Proof. It is easy from expression 2.2 and 2.3 to get
1 x t .i  :ln F r q a x 1 - i F n . .i0 i iy1 iy10t xi
Taking the limit superior on the both sides and noticing that
 .  .lim sup x t ) 0 and x t is bounded, it follows thatt ªq` i i
1 x t .i  :0 s lim sup ln F r q a x *.i0 i iy1 iy10t xtªq` i
Hence,
ri0 :x * G y ) 0.iy1 aiiy1
 .TLEMMA 3. Suppose that j s j , j , . . . , j is a constant nonzero i. 1 2 i
T  .¨ector such that j ? A s 0, 0, . . . , 0 , 1 F i F n, where j ) 0, and i. i 1= iy1. 1
 .that det D ) 0. i=i.
Let
i
j r c t . j j1 0 j
js1
l t s , 1 F j F n 3.1 .  .i i
j r j j0
js1
then
 . i1  j r ) 0;js1 j j0
 .  .2 l t is positi¨ e and is independent of j ;i j
 .  .3 l t is a monotonically increasing sequence with respect to i.i
 .Proof. 1 We know from the definition of j that i.
ya j q a j s 0 3.2 .11 1 21 2
ya j y a j q a j s 0 2 F j F i y 1 . 3.3 .  .jy1 j jy1 j j j jq1 j jq1
 .  .  .It is obvious from 3.2 and 3.3 that when j ) 0, all of the j 1 - j F n1 j
are positive.
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Multiply each row of matrix D by the corresponding element of j i=i.  i.
and then add the first row of the obtained matrix to its second row; add
the modified second row of the matrix to its third row, and so on. From the
definition of j we obtain i.
ÄD i= i.
a j a j 0 0 ??? 0 r j11 1 12 1 10 1




i0 a j q a j .iy1 iy1 iy1 iy2 iy1 iy2





Ädet D s j ? det D ) 0, 3.5 . . / i=i. j  i=i.
js1
 .and the first i y 1 diagonal elements are all positive, therefore
i
j r ) 0. j j0
js1
 .  .  .  .2 Notice that r ) 0 and c t ) 0 1 F j F i , l t ) 0 can bej1 0 j i
 .obtained by conclusion 1 .
 .  .It is easy to see from 3.4 and 3.5 that
i
j ? det D . j  i=i.i
js1
j r s , 3.6 . j j0 Ädet Djs1  / iy1=iy1.
where
ÄD iy1=iy1.
a j a j 0 0 ??? 011 1 12 1
a j q a j a j 0 ??? 022 2 12 1 22 2
...s .
0
0 a jiy2 iy1 iy2
a j q a jiy1 iy1 iy1 iy2 iy1 iy2
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Let
a a 0 ??? ??? 0 r c t .11 12 11 01
ya a a 0 ??? 0 r c t .21 22 23 21 02
.. ?.E s . i=i. a ?iy2 iy1
0 a ?iy1 iy1
ya r c t .i iy1 i1 0 i
Applying the same procedure to E as the one applied to D we i=i.  i=i.
obtain
i
j ? det E . j  i=i.i
js1
j r c t s . 3.7 .  . j j1 0 j Ädet Djs1  / iy1=iy1.
 .  .Thus, from 3.6 and 3.7 we have
i
j r c t . j j1 0 j det E .js1  i=i.
l t s s .i i det D . i=i.
j r j j0
js1
 .which is independent of j 1 F j F i .j
 .  . i3 Since r ) 0, r - 0 1 - j F i , it follows that  j r is10 j0 js1 j j0
i  .monotone decreasing with increasing i. But  j r c t is monotonejs1 j j1 0
 .increasing. Hence, the conclusion 3 is true.
4. MAIN RESULTS
 .THEOREM 1. Consider model M2
dx¡ 1 w xs x r y a x y a x1 10 11 1 12 2dt
dxj~M w x . s x r q a x y a x y a x , 1 - j - n2 j j0 j jy1 jy1 j j j j jq1 jq1dt
dxn w xs x r q a x y a x .¢ n n0 nny1 ny1 nn ndt
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 .A necessary and sufficient condition in order that system M has a positi¨ e2
equilibrium that is, all the components of the equilibrium x* s
 U U U .T  . .  .x , x , . . . , x of system M , are positi¨ e is that det D ) 0.1 2 n 2 n=n.
Proof. To see that the condition is sufficient, we note that the equilib-
 .rium of system M can be obtained from the algebraic system1
r y a xU y a xU s 0¡ 4.1 .10 11 1 12 2
U U U~r q a x y a x y a x s 0 1 - j - n . 4.2 .j0 j jy1 jy1 j j j j jq1 jq1
U U¢ 4.3r q a x y a x s 0  .n0 nny1 ny1 nn n
or the system
ÄA x* s G .n 0
It is easy to see that
Ä Ä Ädet A s a det A y a ya det A . .  .  .i i i iy1 iy1 i i iy1 iy2
Ä Äs a det A q a ? a det A . 4.4 . .  .i i iy1 iy1 i i iy1 iy2
Since
Ädet A s a ) 0, .1 11
Ädet A s a a q a a ) 0. .2 11 22 12 21
 .It follows from 4.4 that
Ädet A ) 0 1 F i F n . . .i
 .By assumption, det D ) 0, we obtainn=n.
det D .n=n.Ux s ) 0.n Ädet A .n
 .From 4.3 we have
yr q a xUn0 nn nUx s ) 0.ny1 anny1
 .From 4.2 , it follows that
yr q a xU q a xUj0 j j j j jq1 jq1Ux s ) 0 1 - j - n y 1 . .jy1 aj jy1
 .That is, system M has a positive equilibrium.1
The necessity is obvious.
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 .THEOREM 2. Consider the food chain model M . Assume that1
 .det D ) 0, thenn=n.
 .  .  .1 x t 1 F l F i is weakly persistent in the mean ifl
 :l t # - 1, 4.5 .  .i
 .  .  .2 x t i F l F n goes to extinction ifl
 :l t # ) 1, 4.6 .  .i
 .  .where l t is defined in 3.9 .i
 .Proof. For convenience, rewrite system M into the form1
dxj s x r y r c t q a x .j j0 j1 0 j j jy1 jy1dt
y a x y a x 1 F j F n , 4.7 .  .j j j j jq1 jq1
 .  .where a s a s 0; r j s 1, 2, . . . , n; k s 0, 1 , a j, k s 1, 2, . . . , n10 nnq1 jk jk
 .are positive constants except for the constant r 1 - j F n , which isj0
negative, x s 0.0
 .It is easy from 4.7 to obtain
1 x j  :  :  :ln s r y r c q a x y a xj0 j1 0 j j jy1 jy1 j j j0t x j
 :y a x 1 F j F n . 4.8 .  .j jq1 jq1
 .  .1 Multiplying 4.8 by j and then taking the summation fromj
j s 1 to j s i we obtain
i i i1 x j iy1T  :j ln s j r y j r c q j ? A ? x   1j j j0 j j1 0 j  i. i0  ;t x jjs1 js1 js1
 :  :y j a q j a x y j a x , 4.9 .  .iy1 iy1 i i i i i i i iq1 iq1
where
Tiy1 :  :  :  :x s x , x , . . . , x . .1 1 2 iy1
T  .The definition of j in 2.6 yields i.
j T ? A s 0, . . . , 0 . .  .1= iy1 i. i
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 .Taking the limit superior on the both sides of equality 4.9 leads to
i 1 x j
lim sup j ln j 0t xtªq` jjs1
i i
G j ? r y j r c j j0 j j1 0 j ;
#js1 js1
 :  :y j a q j a x * y j a x *. 4.10 .  .iy1 iy1 i i i i i i i iq1 iq1
Notice that
i i1 x 1 xj j
lim sup j ln F j lim sup ln F 0. j j0 0t tx xtªq` tªq`j jjs1 js1
 .  .It follows from 4.10 and condition 4.5 that
 :  :j a q j a x * q j a x * .iy1 iy1 i i i i i i i iq1 iq1
i i
G j r y j r c # ) 0. j j0 j j1 0 j ;
js1 js1
 :  :If x * s 0, then x * ) 0. This contradicts Lemma 2. Hence,i iq1
 .  .population x t is weakly persistent in the mean. From Lemma 2, all x t ,i l
1 F l F i, are weakly persistent in the mean.
 .  .2 It follows from 4.9 that
i i i1 x j
j ln F j r y j r c . 4.11 .  j j j0 j j1 0 j0  ;t x jjs1 js1 js1
 .Taking the limit superior on the both sides of 4.11 and noticing the
 .condition 4.6 , it follows that
j ji i i1 x j
lim sup ln F j r y j r c # - 0.  j j0 j j1 0 j0  ; /t xjs1tªq` j js1 js1
So that
j ji x j
lim s 0, 0 /xtªq` js1 j
or
i
j jlim x t s 0. 4.12 .  . j
tªq` js1
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 .Because the limit of x t does not necessarily exist, so in general, equalityi
 .4.12 does not necessarily imply that there exists at least a j , 1 F j F i,0 0
 .  .such that lim x t s 0. But for the solutions of the system M , wet ªq` j 10
 .are going to prove that equality 4.12 implies
lim x t s 0. .i
tªq`
For this end, the key is to prove that for any p, 1 F p F i, the following
two expressions cannot hold simultaneously:
i i
j jj jlim x s 0, lim sup x ) 0. 4.13 . j j
tªq` tªq`jsp jspq1
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there is a p, 1 F p F i, such
 .that both expressions in 4.13 hold. According to Lemma 1 we know that
i
h jlim sup x ) 0, 4.14 . j
tªq` jspq1
 .  .where h p q 1 F j F i is the component of vector h defined in 2.7 .j  iyp.
Now we separate our proof into two steps:
 . i h j .i Suppose  x t is monotone with respect to t for largejspq1 j
 .  .  .t. It is easy from system M to see that the solution x t 1 F j F n is1 j
i h j .bounded. Hence, the limit of  x t exists as t ª q` andjspq1 j
i i
h hj jlim x t s lim sup x t ) 0. .  . j j
tªq` jspq1 jspq1tªq`
Thus, we know from Lemma 1 that zero is not an accumulation point of
i j j . x t . Sincejspq1 j
i i




j jlim x t s 0. . j
tªq` jsp
Hence
lim x j p t s 0 or lim x t s 0. .  .p p
tªq` tªq`
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It follows from Lemma 2 that




h jlim x t s 0. . j
tªq` jspq1
 .This contradicts expression 4.14 .
 . i h j .ii Suppose that  x t is not eventually monotone. Letjspq1 j
 i h j .4 i h j . x t be the sequence of maximum values of  x t .jspq1 j m jspq1 j
Choose a convergent subsequence
i i




h h 1j jlim x t s lim sup x t ) 0. .  . j m9 j
m9ªq` jspq1 jspq1tªq`
Lemma 1 shows that zero is not the accumulation point of
i j j . x t . Fromjspq1 j m9
i i
j j jj p jO s lim x t s lim x t ? x t .  .  . j m9 p m9 j m9
m9ªq` m9ªq`jsp jspq1
we have
lim x j p t s 0 or lim x t s 0. 4.15 .  .  .p m9 p m9
m9ªq` m9ªq`
1 i h j . i h j .If lim  x t s 0, then the limit of  x t is zero. In this case, ourm ªq` jspq1 j m jspq1 j
conclusion is obvious.
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i h j .We now consider the derivative of  x tjspq1 j
i
h 9jx t . j /jspq1
i i




h js x t ? h r y r c t q a x t .  .  . j q q0 q1 0 j qqy1 qy1
jspq1 qspq1
ya x t y a x t .  .qq q qqq1 qq1
i i i
his x t h r y h r c t q h a x t .  .  .  j q q0 q q1 0 j pq1 pq1 p p
jspq1 qspq1 qspq1
iy1T pqh ? A ? x y h a q h a x t y h a x t , .  .  .  .pq1 iyp. i iy1 iy1 i i i i i i i iq1 iq1
where
iy1 Tx s x , x , . . . , x . .  .pq1 pq1 pq2 iy1
T  .The definition of h in 2.7 shows that iyp.
iy1T ph ? A ? x s 0. . pq1 iyp. i
So
i
h 9jx t . j /jspq1
i i i
h js x t h r y h r c t q h a x t .  .  .  j q q0 q q1 0 j pq1 pq1 p p
jspq1 qspq1 qspq1
y h a q h a x t y h a x t . .  .  .iy1 iy1 i i i i i i i iq1 iq1
The necessary condition of maximum values yields
i i
h r y h r c t q h a x t .  . q q0 q q1 0 j m9 pq1 pq1 p p m9
qspq1 qspq1
y h a q h a x t y h a x t s 0, .  .  .iy1 iy1 i i i i i m9 i i iq1 iq1 m9
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so that
i
h r q h a x t G 0. . q q0 pq1 pq1 p p m9
qspq1
 .Let m9 ª q`, and by 4.15 , we obtain
i
h r G 0. q q0
qspq1
 .This is impossible because h ) 0, r - 0 2 F p q 1 F q F i F n .q q0
 .Therefore, both expressions in 4.13 cannot hold at the same time for any
 .p 1 F p - i .
 .Now our conclusion is direct. In fact, equality 4.12 shows that
i




j jlim x t s 0, . j
tªq` js2
Continually repeating this procedure we obtain
lim x j i t s 0 .i
tªq`
or
lim x t s 0. .i
tªq`
According to Lemma 2, the proof of Theorem 2 has been completed.
 .  .COROLLARY. Consider model M . Assume that det D ) 0, then1 n=n.
 .  .  .1 x t 1 F l F i is weakly persistent in the mean ifl
i
j r y r d r g q m . . j j0 j1 j j j
js1 :u t # - . i
j r k r g q m h . . j j1 j j j
js1
 .  .  .2 x t i F l F n goes to extinction ifl
i
j r y r d r g q m . . j j0 j1 j j j
js1 :u t # ) . . i
j r k r g q m h . . j j1 j j j
js1
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 .  .Proof. An integration on both sides of Eqs. 2.4j and 2.5 obtains
respectively
k dt tj j
c t dt s c t dt q t .  .H H0 j eg q m g q m0 0j j j j
1
y c t y c 0 4.16 .  .  .0 j 0 jg q mj j
and
1 1t t
c t dt s u t dt y c t y c 0 . 4.17 .  .  .  .  .H He e eh h0 0
 .  .Substituting 4.17 into 4.16 and then dividing by t we have
k dj j :  :c t s u t q .  .0 j g q m h g q m .j j j j
1 k jy c t y c 0 q c t y c 0 . 4.18 .  .  .  .  . .0 j 0 j e eg q m t h .j j
 .An integration on both sides of expression 3.1 , dividing by t, substitut-
 .ing 4.18 into it, and then taking the limit inferior we obtain
 :l t # .
i i
 :u t # j r y k r g q m h q j r d r g q m .  .  . .  . j j1 j j j j j1 j j j
js1 js1s .i
j r j j0
js1
Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 2.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the three dimensional food chain model
¡x s x r y r c t y a x y a x .Ç1 1 10 11 01 11 1 12 2~x s x r y r c t q a x y a x y a x .M Ç . 2 2 20 21 02 21 1 22 2 23 33 ¢x s x r y r c t q a x y a x . .Ç3 3 30 31 03 32 2 33 3
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In this case
ya ya a a 011 12 11 12
Äa ya ya a aA s , A s21 22 21 22 233 3
0 a 0 ya a32 32 33
a a r11 12 10
Tya a rD s , j s j , j , j . .21 22 203=3. 3. 1 2 3
0 ya r32 30
 .The equality 2.6 implies that
ya j q a j s 011 1 21 2
ya j y a j q a j s 0.12 1 22 2 32 3
 .Suppose that det D ) 0.3=3.
Take j s a . We have1 21
j s a , j s a a q a a ra . .2 11 3 11 22 12 21 32
According to the conclusion of Theorem 2, we have
 .1 All the populations x , x , x go to extinction if1 2 3
r10 :c t # ) ; .01 r11
 .2 Population x is weakly persistent in the mean, but both popula-1
tions x and x go to extinction if2 3
r10 :  :c t # - and l t # ) 1; .  .01 2r11
 .3 Both the populations x and x are weakly persistent in the1 2
mean, but population x goes to extinction if3
 :  :l t # - 1 and l t # ) 1; .  .2 3
 .4 All the populations x , x , x are weakly persistent in the mean1 2 3
if
 :l t # - 1, .3
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where
a r c t y a r c t .  .21 11 01 21 21 02
l t s ; .2 a r q a r21 10 11 20
a a r c t q a r c t q a a q a a r c t .  .  .  .32 21 11 01 11 21 02 11 22 12 21 31 03
l t s . .3 a a r q a r q a a q a a r .  .32 21 10 11 20 11 22 12 21 30
 .If we go back to u t and consider model
¡x s x r y r c t y a x y a x .Ç1 1 10 11 01 11 1 12 2
x s x r y r c t q a x y a x y a x .Ç2 2 20 21 02 21 1 22 2 23 3
X ~x s x r y r c t q a x y a x .M Ç . 3 3 30 31 03 32 2 33 33
c s k c q d y g q m c , 1 F j F 3 .Ç0 j j e j j j 0 j¢c s yhc q u t .Çe e
then the thresholds are the following
 .1 All the populations x , x , x go to extinction if1 2 3
 :u t # ) P ; . 1
 .2 x is weakly persistent in the mean, but x and x go to1 2 3
extinction if
 :P - u t # - P ; .2 1
 .3 Both x and x are weakly persistent in the mean, but x goes to1 2 3
extinction if
 :P - u t # - P ; .3 2
 .4 All x , x , x are weakly persistent in the mean if1 2 3
 :u t # - P , . 3
where
h g q m r d .1 1 10 1
P s y ,1  /k r g q m1 11 1 1
a r r rr y d r g q m q a r r rr y d r g q m .  . .  .21 11 10 11 1 1 1 11 21 20 21 2 2 2
P s h2 a r k r g q m q a r k r g q m .  .21 11 1 1 1 11 21 2 2 2
a r r rr y d r g q m q a r r rr y d r g q m .  . .  .21 11 10 11 1 1 1 11 21 20 21 2 2 2
q a a q a a ra r r rr y d r g q m .  . .  .11 22 12 21 32 31 30 31 3 3 3
P s h.3 a r k r g q m q a r k r g q m .  .21 11 1 1 1 11 21 2 2 2
q a a q a a ra r k r g q m .  . .  .11 22 12 21 32 31 3 3 3
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the two dimensional food chain model
x s x r y r c t y a x y a x .Ç1 1 10 11 01 11 1 12 2
x s x r y r c t q a x y a x . .Ç2 2 20 21 02 21 1 22 2
Here
ya11A s .2 a21
It is easy to see that the survival thresholds of the populations x and x ,1 2
w x   .  ..which were obtained in Ref. 5 , are just a particular case c t ' c t01 02
of our conclusion derived from Theorem 2.
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